	PAR SPOTLIGHT 
	General
	The instrument shall be a Source Four PAR MCM spotlight as manufactured by Electronic Theatre Controls, Inc., or approved equal. 
	Lamp
	The instrument shall utilize an HPL lamp, which shall consist of a compact tungsten filament contained in a krypton-filled quartz envelope.
	The lamp shall mount axially within the reflector and shall be prefocused within the reflector. 

The lamp base shall have an integral die cast aluminum heat sink that reduces seal temperature and ensures proper lamp alignment. 
The lamp socket shall be ATP 220 nickel gold plated.
All versions of the instrument shall use only one lamp type, the HPL lamp. Fixtures that require the purchasing of multiple lamp types to achieve different field angles shall not be acceptable.
	Lenses
	It shall be possible to change field type of the spotlight through interchangeable lenses. No tools shall be necessary for lens changing. 360 Beam rotation shall be possible while the unit is active. No tools shall be necessary for lens rotation. Fixtures which require user to touch the lamp or lamp socket to orientate the beam shall not be acceptable.
	Interchangeable lens sets shall consist of a very narrow spot, narrow spot, medium flood, and wide flood. Lenses shall be heat resistant, borosilicate glass.
Beam orientation of MFL and WFL lenses shall be possible through rotation of lenses in a rotatable collar housed in the front of the unit. Collar shall be a high temperature heat resistant rotating collar with finger holds for precise movement.
	Optical
	The optical train shall combine a compact filament lamp with modified parabolic and multifaceted reflector. Reflector efficiency shall be a minimum of 93%. Reflector shall be cast into a heat sink assembly. Reflector finish shall be a dichroic coating to remove 90% of the reflected heat from the beam. Reflectors of pressed aluminum sheet construction shall not be acceptable.
	Physical
	The spotlights are constructed of rugged, die cast aluminum, free of burrs and pits, finished in black, high temperature epoxy paint. Tools shall not be required for cleaning the reflector or lens
The spotlight shall provide, but not be limited to:
	Integral cable clamp for power leads
High impact, thermally insulated knobs
Sealed reflector housing shall prevent all light leaks. Temperature control of reflector is obtained through 17 heat sink fins cast into the housing.
Interior of unit shall contain ten baffles to eliminate beam scattering and spill light.
Lamp socket shall be held into place by a brass self-retaining screw.
Lens shall be secured with cast bosses and high temperature bronze spring release. No tools shall be required to change lenses.
Sturdy gel frame holders with two accessory slots and a top mounted, quick release gel frame retainer
Rugged steel yoke with two mounting positions 300+ Rotation of fixture within yoke
Positive locking, hand operated yoke clutch
	Each unit shall be provided standard with colorframe and 36” bare lead.
Unit shall be nominally 11”long by 10” wide
Weight without “C” clamp shall be 8 lbs.
The unit shall be capable of utilizing ETC Dimmer Doubling technology
The spotlight shall be UL and cUL listed and so labeled.


